
Nintendo European Research & Development  PSSUEN1503 

 

JOB OFFER 

SOFTWARE SUPPORT 
ENGINEER 

 

THE COMPANY 
Nintendo European Research and Development (N.E.R.D.) is a French subsidiary of Nintendo. We create key 
enabling software technologies for the most innovative and popular game consoles in the world. In close 
cooperation with other centers of excellence in Japan and USA, we ship bleeding edge solutions, powering 
new experiences at the heart of the game system, on hundreds of millions of consoles. Achievements include 
major contributions in video, media, imaging, cryptography, and hardware abstraction for Nintendo Wii U™, 
New Nintendo 3DS™, and other Nintendo platforms. Come and discover our team of highly skilled 
professionals, working in a privileged environment with a friendly atmosphere in the center of Paris. 

POSITION DUTIES 
This position is the interface between N.E.R.D. developers and technology users (Nintendo group and third-
party entities). Responsibilities include 

• packaging, documentation, and delivery of software technologies, both embedded and online; 
• support to N.E.R.D. developers and technology users; 
• support to the QA process; 
• fixes of first-level issues. 

Development of tools geared towards improvements of team workflows are appreciated as well. 

CANDIDATE PROFILE 
You are a team player, with a service-oriented mind and good relational skills.  You exhibit strong verbal and 
written communication abilities. You are rigorous, and curious about bleeding-edge technologies. 

You ideally have a Master’s Degree (or equivalent) in Computer Science, and experience in software 
development.  

You have a strong knowledge of compiled and interpreted languages (C, C++, Python, shells), in Windows 
and/or Linux environments. You are accustomed to source code management. You are able to assemble, 
maintain, and enhance code from various partners.  

You are proficient in English, both written and spoken. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
This full-time position is located in central Paris, France. 

CONTACT 
If you believe you are the right person for this position, please prepare a resume and a cover letter and 
connect to http://apply-job.net/my-cv?r=ETES352-8365 


